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In Brno there are several cycle-friendly spots 
you can drop by, mostly they’re open all 
year round.

BAJKAZYL BRNO

On the other side of the station, buried 
beneath the railway viaduct of the fifth 
platform, awaits Brno’s Bajkazyl – a com-
bination of club, bar and bike service shop, 
focused mainly on the urban cyclist, into 
which category Brno occasionally drops its 
mountain bikers. Suspended in the interior 
you’ll find mainly steel bikes, some of which 
are for sale, others belong to members of the 
community, which Bajkazyl runs with love. 
If you arrive out of season in the winter, in 
the workshop you’ll probably find mechanic 
Vojta, in an easy frame of mind. He’ll be hap-
py to chat, maybe about Italian steel road 
bikes, from whose frames he builds beautiful 
machines, or show you some curious hybrid 
reincarnation, waiting for a new life to begin. 

→ Dornych 420/2a 
→ www.bajkazylbrno.cz

BIKE KITCHEN BRNO

A self-help community cycle workshop. Eh? 
What’s that supposed to mean? At Bike 
Kitchen Brno people can find a fully fitted 
bike workshop, where you can fix your own 
bike, or rope in one of the volunteers to help. 
What the Bike Kitchen is not is a service 
centre: no-one’s going to fix your bike for 
a fee, everyone is expected to get stuck 
in, often getting hands and clothes totally 
covered in grease. One of the aims of the 
community is recycling. You’ll find many 
used components, wheels and frames in-
side the workshop, gradually finding their 
way back into circulation. Bike Kitchen Brno 
is not just a mechanical workshop – it hosts 
the discussion/learning variety, too (e.g. on 
bikepacking and making kites or barefoot 
sandals), volunteers will regularly cook, and 
sometimes they hold screenings. If you want 
to take a look, or to tune/fix your own bike, 
the workshop is generally open early on 
a Tuesday and Thursday evening. 

→ Přízova 335/2 
→ www.bikekitchenbrno.cz

ASPHALT CYCLING LAB

“Whatever you encounter when cycling – 
the whistling of air in the bends, the wind 
in your hair, the smell of grass – it enchants 
the senses. When you press down on the 
pedals with full force, the energy and speed 
you generate is all your own power. You ex-
perience the awesome sensation of mind, 
body and machine functioning as a single 
unit. Like the Ancient Greek ideal of harmony 
between mind and body, a human and bicy-
cle represent the perfect synthesis of body 
and machine. They are the synthesis of art, 
craftsmanship and technology, pure joy and 
the elixir of life.” These words introduce us to 
this Brno studio devoted to bicycle design, 
customized bike building, and photography, 
also to the club sports rides that the Asphalt 
Cycling Lab announces on its klub na Stravě 
page. On pretty Pellicova Street you can pop 
into a mini-showroom and refresh yourself 
with a superb cup of coffee. 

→ Pellicova 5 
→ www.asphaltcyclinglab.cc

KLUB NA DRÁZE

To give its full name, the FBB Klub na dráze 
is a place that has grown out of Brno’s fixed 
gear community, cyclists riding on Festkas, 
and often on racetrack fixies. The acronym 
FBB conceals the full name of the club – 
Fixed Beer Brno. Today, Klub na dráze is 
a place that draws together all kinds of cy-
clists, not to mention skateboarders and oth-
ers. For the most part, the club is outdoors, 
just a short hop from the station, where you’ll 
find a diverse range of seating and excellent 
beer, which invariably calls for a follow-up 
pint. The club is also home to CargoBikes 
CzechoSlovakia, enthusiasts intent on shak-
ing up the Czech cargo bike market.

→ Nádražní 9 
→  nadraze

J6KUBSKÉ NÁMĚSTÍ

Tourist-enticing snaps have been printed in 
the New York Times and the UK’s Guardian, 
and certainly this cosy little square, pressed 
up against the nave of St James’s Church, 
draws hundreds of people, many on bikes, 
during the warm summer evenings. Most like 
to stand, others sit on the kerb, or squat on 
the ground, and everywhere there’s a lively 
buzz of human chatter and laughter, people 
relaxing after work with a beer in hand. You 
can lock up your bike right in the square 
using one of the stands.

→ Jakubské náměstí

MUZEUM HISTOVELO

Stretching back to the 1950s, Brno has 
enjoyed a tradition of elite road and track 
cycling, grouped around the cycle sport 
associations TJ Favorit Brno and the ar-
my’s Dukla Brno. Over the decades, several 
generations of racers have superseded one 
another, and you can see their bikes at the 
Histovelo Museum. The museum is run by 
the Nakládal family, who as mechanics and 
racers have been involved in professional 
cycling since 1940. To see these gorgeous 
racing bikes and receive a commentary on 
their history, you’ll need to phone the mu-
seum in advance. 

→ Kosmákova 957/1 
→ www.kolanakladal.cz/muzeum-histovelo
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BÍLOVICE NAD SVITAVOU

Most of the route to Bílovice nad Svitavou 
follows a dedicated cycle track along the River 
Svitava. The easiest way to join the track is 
to first head along Cejl or Francouzská, after 
which follow quieter roads, or you can aim 
directly for the cycle track. Say goodbye to 
Brno in Maloměřice and follow the shaded 
valley of the river as it winds its way up to 
Bílovice, where right at the end of the track 
you can refresh yourself at the Sokol building, 
popular with day trippers. Return to Brno the 
same way.

→ Length 22 km, elevation gain 100 m.

DOBROVSKÉHO – KOUPALIŠTĚ

In Brno itself, the network of convenient, ded-
icated cycle tracks is still sadly limited, but 
one such track leads you nicely to Dobrák, 
the open-air swimming pool on Dobrovského 
Street. Take Brno’s oldest cycle track along 
Botanická and Chodská streets, and you’ll 
soon reach the junction with Dobrovského; 
turn left into the street and shortly you’ll see 
the pool on your left; follow the same route 
back to the centre.

→ Length 7 km, elevation gain 32 m.

PŘEHRADA NEBOLI PRYGL

The locals call it “Prygl”, some even reach for 
the term “Brno Sea”. Standing upon its shore, 
enveloped in heat, with the sun beating down 
and surface glittering, small waves lapping 
the bank beside your feet, you might say to 
yourself that, “Yes, this is really like being at 
the seaside,” and take a running jump into 
the refreshing water. To get here, leave the 
city centre along the Botanická and Chodská 
cycle tracks, and cut across towards the River 
Svratka using Dobrovského and Královopolská 
streets. Continue up the cycle track along 
the banks of the river, and you’ll soon reach 
Bystrc, from where you can follow the shore-
line a short way to the former Sokol outdoor 
pool. The reservoir offers plentiful opportuni-
ties for refreshment, bathing, and if you book 
ahead, beach volleyball. The way back follows 
the River Svratka all the way, taking in the 
Anthropos Pavilion (with its woolly mammoth) 
right up to Nové sady, just a couple of minutes 
from the city centre.

→ Length 28 km, elevation gain 236 m.

CYKLOSTEZKA PODÉL SVRATKY

The cycle track leading south to the Olympia 
shopping centre is the most intensively used 
leisure area for cyclists, skaters, walkers, 
families with pushchairs, and kick scooter 
riders. If the weather’s good at the weekend, 
the hordes descend and it’s probably best 
to avoid this stretch of track. Weekdays are 
a much more promising prospect, however. 
This cycle track running south along the banks 
of the River Svratka offers a completely flat 
route over the smoothest tarmac. During your 
trip you can stop at various places for re-
freshment, while your destination boasts an 
impressive outdoor climbing wall and a minia-
ture railway on which you can take a relaxing 
ride, beside the delights of the mall itself, of 
course. Leave the centre and head along Nové 
sady towards the river, where you can join the 
cycle track along either bank, and continue 
downstream right to the Olympia shopping 
centre. From here you can retrace your tyre 
tracks, or continue on your way to Rebešovice, 

The routes above give you some idea where 
you can safely cycle and avoid coming into 
(too much) contact with motorized traffic, 
which not everyone is a fan of. If you want to 
blaze your own trail, we recommend using the 
cycle route planner at https://en.mapy.cz/.

*  The starting and destination point of each 
route is nám. Svobody in the city center.

→ www.brno.cz/cykloaplikace 
→ www.brno.cz/cyklodoprava 
→ www.jizni-morava.cz/cykloturistika 
→ www.brnonakole.cz 
→ www.gofrombrno.cz

The biggest cycling bash of the year is the 
Brno Grand Prix in track cycling. Held at the 
start of June, we can definitely recommend 
a visit. The Grand Prix is supplemented by 
a smaller local MTB race, held right in the 
centre, on Špilberk and Husova Street. You 
can also actively take part in several kinds 
of mass rides.

GP BRNO – BRNO GRAND PRIX IN TRACK 
CYCLING

The Moto GP? Forget it. Every year Brno hosts 
a track cycling race that is unmatched any-
where in the world. What makes this unique 
race stand out is the combination of two rare 
factors that ensure you’ll never experience 
anything like it elsewhere. The first is the glob-
al track cycling elite – Olympic champions, 
sprinters tearing up the concrete with their 
bulging thighs, all of whom descend on Brno 
from every corner of the globe to partake in 
a race in the highest UCI 1 category. The sec-
ond factor is the velodrome itself, whose cur-
rent appearance dates to 1969, when it was 
last overhauled more than half a century ago. 
As a result, spectators in the audience can 
mingle freely with the riders and their teams, 
the stands are built right up against the ac-
tual track, and when cheering on your rider, 
they flash by in touching distance at speeds 
of 70 km/h. Plans have been announced to 
build a new velodrome, so these will probably 
be the last few seasons in which to experience 
this truly unusual race. The race meet is held 
every year at the start of June. 

→ www.gp-brno.cz 
→  gpbrno

MTB Kriterium

This mountain bike race for both profession-
als and public is organized right in the city 
centre on the specially closed-off Husova 
Street and in the adjacent park around Špil-
berk Castle. For one day, this part of the 
town in transformed, and at the very end of 

perhaps stopping for a swim in the natural 
biotope at Chrlice.

→ Length 15 km, elevation gain 30 m.

BIOTOP CHRLICE

Do you want to combine cycling with swim-
ming? From Olympia you can continue your 
ride to the natural biotope at nearby Chr-
lice. In the summer months during the day 
it’s surrounded by families with children, while 
during the evening it’s a popular destination 
for cyclists from Brno, often enjoying some 
night-time skinny dipping. At the biotope you 
can contemplate the sun going down, see the 
silhouettes of naked bodies casting endless 
shadows, and watch swallows flitting above 
the lake, replaced by bats with the oncoming 
dusk. To get there from Olympia, first return 
back a short way along the eastern bank, turn 
right to cross the bridge over the motorway, 
after descending the bridge, take the right-
hand track into the field. Follow this gravel 
track until you reach the biotope.

→ Length 5 km, elevation gain 17 m.

REBEŠOVICE

If you fancy adding a couple of kilometres, 
continue south from Olympia down to the 
village of Rebešovice. The journey continues 
along the cycle track or on quiet roads until 
you arrive in the village, where you’re welcomed 
by a small pub and its offer of refreshments. 
For the return leg, either retrace your route, or 
take the short stretch of road towards Chrlice, 
where, just before the bridge over the motor-
way, you turn left and take a path that will lead 
you back to Olympia and Brno.

→ Length 11 kilometres, elevation gain 
22 metres.

ÚDOLÍM PONÁVKY A LETIŠTĚ MEDLÁNKY

While many people are familiar with trips out 
to the south of Brno, those pointing north 
are for the time being less popular, maybe 
in part due to the lack of asphalting on the 
new tracks up the valley. Thus rides end to 
have a more “authentic” feel, although they’re 
still fairly comfortable. From Ponávky you can 
make a short detour to visit Zamilovaný há-
jek, abbreviated by the locals to Zamilec. This 
scenic picnic area is dominated by a huge 
alder, under whose crown you can rest on 
wooden benches. From Zamilec, continue 
briefly northward, before turning west into 
mixed traffic and heading in the direction of 
Medlánky Airfield, which is also a rare wildlife 
reserve for the ground squirrel. You’re direct-
ed around the airfield on a path of concrete 
slabs, a (jolting) reminder of road construction 
in the old socialist days. Turn left off these 
slabs, onto yet more panels, which will take 
you to Brno Zoo, from where the cycle track, 
just a stone’s throw away, guides you all the 
way back to Nové sady and the city centre.

→ Length 26 km, elevation gain 200 m.

8 DAYTRIPS TO ESCAPE THE CROWDS

Discover some awesome trips to five less-fre-
quented but charming destinations outside 
Brno at  www.gofrombrno.cz. The departure 
point is always some train station just behind 
Brno, where you can park your car. Download 
the details to your phone, or print off a PDF 
leaflet.

the day, the route is thrown open for children 
to race. MTB Kriterium takes place every year 
in mid-September. 

→ www.mtbkriterium.cz

Rides through Brno

Rides through the city of Brno are tradi-
tional events that have been organized for 
the public for over ten years. From April 
through to October they offer everyone – 
skaters, cyclists, kick scooter riders and 
similar self-propelled, wheeled wanderers 
the opportunity to ride around places the 
city generally prohibits, i.e. along the roads. 
The event is held regularly, once a month, 
always on a Friday or Saturday night. They 
ride on tried and tested routes with minimum 
ups and downs, and escorted by the police. 
All such routes are roughly 10 km long and 
return to the starting line. Rides are held 
whatever the weather.

→ www.brno-inline.cz/jizdy-mestem 
→  www.facebook.com/groups/ 
/jizdy.mestem/

Mass cycle rides 

What is a mass cycle ride? For some it’s a cel-
ebration of the bike, for others the chance to 
wend their way safely through the streets, 
cocooned in a peloton; for others it’s a way to 
express their demand for safe cycling in the 
city, but for many participants, mass rides are 
just great fun. The association Brno na kole 
(Brno by Bike) organizes official mass cycle 
rides in mid-April and mid-September, i.e. the 
Spring and Autumn mass cycle rides, which are 
officially sanctioned and accompanied by the 
police. The more rogue, self-organized mass 
cycle rides, in the same vein as Critical Mass, 
gather together on the first Wednesday of 
every month on Moravské náměstí at 7 pm. 

→ https://criticalmassbrno.cz/ 
→  BrnoNaKole 

Where to go

Your own route

Events

Overview of all routes
ROUTE LENGTH 

KM
CLIMB 
M

LINK GPX FILE

1 BÍLOVICE NAD 
SVITAVOU

22,1 100 https://mapy.cz/s/
canetejepo

http://bit.ly/
bnkbilovice

2 DOBRÁK LIDO 6,9 32 https://mapy.cz/s/
bovaleteba

http://bit.ly/
bnkdobrak

3 BRNO RESERVOIR 27,6 236 https://mapy.cz/s/
kagadokace

http://bit.ly/
bnknaprehradu

4 OLYMPIA 15,1 30 https://mapy.cz/s/
faheronuru

http://bit.ly/
bnkolympia

5 CHRLICE BIOTOPE 4,9 17 https://mapy.cz/s/
hojotedele

http://bit.ly/
bnkolybiotop

6 REBEŠOVICE 11 22 https://mapy.cz/s/
desagakosu

http://bit.ly/
bnkolyrebe

7 PONÁVKA VALLEY 
AND MEDLÁNKY 
AIRFIELD

25,8 198 https://mapy.cz/s/
fusefasora

http://bit.ly/
bnkponavka

ALL ROUTES 113,5 https://mapy.cz/s/
naholagetu

2 DOBRÁK LIDO

3 RESERVOIR OR “PRYGL”

4 OLYMPIA

5 CHRLICE BIOTOPE

6 REBEŠOVICE

GP BRNO – BRNO GRAND PRIX 
IN TRACK CYCLING

MTB KRITERIUM

RIDES THROUGH BRNO

MASS CYCLE RIDES 

7 PONÁVKA VALLEY

8 DAYTRIPS TO ESCAPE THE CROWDS

1 BÍLOVICE NAD SVITAVOU
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In Brno there are several cycle-friendly spots 
you can drop by, mostly they’re open all 
year round.

BAJKAZYL BRNO

On the other side of the station, buried 
beneath the railway viaduct of the fifth 
platform, awaits Brno’s Bajkazyl – a com-
bination of club, bar and bike service shop, 
focused mainly on the urban cyclist, into 
which category Brno occasionally drops its 
mountain bikers. Suspended in the interior 
you’ll find mainly steel bikes, some of which 
are for sale, others belong to members of the 
community, which Bajkazyl runs with love. 
If you arrive out of season in the winter, in 
the workshop you’ll probably find mechanic 
Vojta, in an easy frame of mind. He’ll be hap-
py to chat, maybe about Italian steel road 
bikes, from whose frames he builds beautiful 
machines, or show you some curious hybrid 
reincarnation, waiting for a new life to begin. 

→ Dornych 420/2a 
→ www.bajkazylbrno.cz

BIKE KITCHEN BRNO

A self-help community cycle workshop. Eh? 
What’s that supposed to mean? At Bike 
Kitchen Brno people can find a fully fitted 
bike workshop, where you can fix your own 
bike, or rope in one of the volunteers to help. 
What the Bike Kitchen is not is a service 
centre: no-one’s going to fix your bike for 
a fee, everyone is expected to get stuck 
in, often getting hands and clothes totally 
covered in grease. One of the aims of the 
community is recycling. You’ll find many 
used components, wheels and frames in-
side the workshop, gradually finding their 
way back into circulation. Bike Kitchen Brno 
is not just a mechanical workshop – it hosts 
the discussion/learning variety, too (e.g. on 
bikepacking and making kites or barefoot 
sandals), volunteers will regularly cook, and 
sometimes they hold screenings. If you want 
to take a look, or to tune/fix your own bike, 
the workshop is generally open early on 
a Tuesday and Thursday evening. 

→ Přízova 335/2 
→ www.bikekitchenbrno.cz

ASPHALT CYCLING LAB

“Whatever you encounter when cycling – 
the whistling of air in the bends, the wind 
in your hair, the smell of grass – it enchants 
the senses. When you press down on the 
pedals with full force, the energy and speed 
you generate is all your own power. You ex-
perience the awesome sensation of mind, 
body and machine functioning as a single 
unit. Like the Ancient Greek ideal of harmony 
between mind and body, a human and bicy-
cle represent the perfect synthesis of body 
and machine. They are the synthesis of art, 
craftsmanship and technology, pure joy and 
the elixir of life.” These words introduce us to 
this Brno studio devoted to bicycle design, 
customized bike building, and photography, 
also to the club sports rides that the Asphalt 
Cycling Lab announces on its klub na Stravě 
page. On pretty Pellicova Street you can pop 
into a mini-showroom and refresh yourself 
with a superb cup of coffee. 

→ Pellicova 5 
→ www.asphaltcyclinglab.cc

KLUB NA DRÁZE

To give its full name, the FBB Klub na dráze 
is a place that has grown out of Brno’s fixed 
gear community, cyclists riding on Festkas, 
and often on racetrack fixies. The acronym 
FBB conceals the full name of the club – 
Fixed Beer Brno. Today, Klub na dráze is 
a place that draws together all kinds of cy-
clists, not to mention skateboarders and oth-
ers. For the most part, the club is outdoors, 
just a short hop from the station, where you’ll 
find a diverse range of seating and excellent 
beer, which invariably calls for a follow-up 
pint. The club is also home to CargoBikes 
CzechoSlovakia, enthusiasts intent on shak-
ing up the Czech cargo bike market.

→ Nádražní 9 
→  nadraze

J6KUBSKÉ NÁMĚSTÍ

Tourist-enticing snaps have been printed in 
the New York Times and the UK’s Guardian, 
and certainly this cosy little square, pressed 
up against the nave of St James’s Church, 
draws hundreds of people, many on bikes, 
during the warm summer evenings. Most like 
to stand, others sit on the kerb, or squat on 
the ground, and everywhere there’s a lively 
buzz of human chatter and laughter, people 
relaxing after work with a beer in hand. You 
can lock up your bike right in the square 
using one of the stands.

→ Jakubské náměstí

MUZEUM HISTOVELO

Stretching back to the 1950s, Brno has 
enjoyed a tradition of elite road and track 
cycling, grouped around the cycle sport 
associations TJ Favorit Brno and the ar-
my’s Dukla Brno. Over the decades, several 
generations of racers have superseded one 
another, and you can see their bikes at the 
Histovelo Museum. The museum is run by 
the Nakládal family, who as mechanics and 
racers have been involved in professional 
cycling since 1940. To see these gorgeous 
racing bikes and receive a commentary on 
their history, you’ll need to phone the mu-
seum in advance. 

→ Kosmákova 957/1 
→ www.kolanakladal.cz/muzeum-histovelo

Places

BAJKAZYL BRNO

KLUB NA DRÁZE

ST JAMES’S SQUARE

HISTOVELO MUSEUM

BIKE KITCHEN BRNO

ASPHALT CYCLING LAB

WEBSITES AND APPS

www.brno.cz/cykloaplikace www.brno.cz/cykloaplikace

www.brno.cz/cyklodoprava www.brno.cz/cyklodoprava

www.brnonakole.cz www.brnonakole.cz

www.jizni-morava.cz/cykloturistika www.jizni-morava.cz/cykloturistika


